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Love & Luck - Jenna Evans Welch 2019-06-04
A New York Times bestseller From the author of
the New York Times bestselling Love & Gelato
comes a heartwarming tale of a road trip
through Ireland filled with love, adventure, and
the true meaning behind the word family. Addie
is visiting Ireland for her aunt’s over-the-top
destination wedding and hoping she can stop
thinking about the one thing she did that left her
miserable and heartbroken—and threatens her
future. But her brother, Ian, isn’t about to let her
forget, and his constant needling leads to
arguments and even a fistfight between the two
once inseparable siblings. Miserable, Addie can’t
wait to visit her friend in Italy and leave her
brother—and her problems—behind. So when
Addie discovers an unusual guidebook, Ireland
for the Heartbroken, hidden in the dusty shelves
of the hotel library, she’s able to finally escape
her anxious mind and Ian’s criticism. And then
their travel plans change. Suddenly Addie finds
herself on a whirlwind tour of the Emerald Isle,

trapped in the world’s smallest vehicle with Ian
and his admittedly cute, Irish-accented friend
Rowan. As the trio journeys over breathtaking
green hills, past countless castles, and through a
number of fairy-tale forests, Addie hopes her
guidebook will heal not only her broken heart,
but also her shattered relationship with her
brother. That is if they don’t get completely lost
along the way.
Gingerbread for Liberty! - Mara Rockliff 2015
A stirring picture book biography about a
forgotten hero of the American Revolution who
rose to the occasion and served his country, not
with muskets or canons, but with gingerbread!
Simultaneous eBook.
Around America to Win the Vote - Mara Rockliff
2016-08-02
The author of Mesmerized delivers another
fascinating glimpse into history, this time the
story of two brave suffragists on a trek across
America to spread the word: Votes for Women!
In April 1916, Nell Richardson and Alice Burke
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set out from New York City in a little yellow car,
embarking on a bumpy, muddy, unmapped
journey ten thousand miles long. They took with
them a teeny typewriter, a tiny sewing machine,
a wee black kitten, and a message for Americans
all across the country: Votes for Women! The
women’s suffrage movement was in full swing,
and Nell and Alice would not let anything keep
them from spreading the word about equal
voting rights for women. Braving blizzards,
deserts, and naysayers—not to mention a whole
lot of tires stuck in the mud—the two
courageous friends made their way through the
cities and towns of America to further their
cause. One hundred years after Nell and Alice
set off on their trip, Mara Rockliff revives their
spirit in a lively and whimsical picture book, with
exuberant illustrations by Hadley Hooper
bringing their inspiring historical trek to life.
Shake the Devil Off - Ethan Brown 2009-09-01
A charismatic young soldier meets a tragic end
in this moving and mesmerizing account of the

war in Iraq, Hurricane Katrina, and no-safety-net
America Zackery Bowen was thrust into two of
America's largest recent debacles. He was one of
the first soldiers to encounter the fledgling
insurgency in Iraq. After years of military service
he returned to New Orleans to tend bar and
deliver groceries. In the weeks before Hurricane
Katrina made landfall, he met Addie Hall, a
pretty and high-spirited bartender. Their
improvised, hard-partying endurance during and
after the storm had news outlets around the
world featuring the couple as the personification
of what so many want to believe is the
indomitable spirit of New Orleans. But in
October 2006, Bowen leaped from the rooftop
bar of a French Quarter hotel. A note in his
pocket directed the police to the body of Addie
Hall. It was, according to NOPD veterans, one of
the most gruesome crimes in the city's history.
How had this popular, handsome father of two
done this horrible thing? Journalist Ethan Brown
moved from New York City to the French
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Quarter in order to investigate this question.
Among the newsworthy elements in the book is
Brown's discovery that this tragedy—like so
many others—could have been avoided if the
military had simply not, in the words of Paul
Sullivan, executive director of Veterans for
Common Sense, "absolutely and completely
failed this soldier." Shake the Devil Off is a
mesmerizing tribute to these lives lost.
Silent Days, Silent Dreams - Allen Say
2017-10-31
Caldecott Medal winner Allen Say brings his
lavish illustrations and hybrid narrative and
artistic styles to the story of artist James Castle.
James Castle was born two months premature on
September 25, 1899, on a farm in Garden Valley,
Idaho. He was deaf, mute, autistic, and probably
dyslexic. He didn't walk until he was four; he
would never learn to speak, write, read, or use
sign language.Yet, today Castle's artwork hangs
in major museums throughout the world. The
Philadelphia Museum of Art opened "James

Castle: A Retrospective" in 2008. The 2013
Venice Biennale included eleven works by Castle
in the feature exhibition "The Encyclopedic
Palace." And his reputation continues to
grow.Caldecott Medal winner Allen Say, author
of the acclaimed memoir Drawing from Memory,
takes readers through an imagined look at
Castle's childhood, allows them to experience his
emergence as an artist despite the
overwhelming difficulties he faced, and
ultimately reveals the triumphs that he would go
on toachieve.
Chik Chak Shabbat - Mara Rockliff 2014
When Goldie gets sick and can't make the
cholent, her neighbors bring dishes they made to
share with each other.
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue - V. E. Schwab
2020-10-06
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY
BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
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Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1
Library Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next
Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020)
FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of”
Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon *
Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle *
PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus
Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The
Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 *
Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub *
Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago
Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire *
Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library
Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The Time
Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible
Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times
bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A
Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a
moment of desperation, a young woman makes a
Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed
to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus

begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue,
and a dazzling adventure that will play out
across centuries and continents, across history
and art, as a young woman learns how far she
will go to leave her mark on the world. But
everything changes when, after nearly 300
years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a
hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.
Also by V. E. Schwab Shades of Magic A Darker
Shade of Magic A Gathering of Shadows A
Conjuring of Light Villains Vicious Vengeful At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
A Good Girl's Guide to Murder - Holly Jackson
2020-02-04
THE MUST-READ MULTIMILLION
BESTSELLING MYSTERY SERIES• Everyone is
talking about A Good Girl's Guide to Murder!
With shades of Serial and Making a Murderer
this is the story about an investigation turned
obsession, full of twists and turns and with an
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ending you'll never expect. Everyone in Fairview
knows the story. Pretty and popular high school
senior Andie Bell was murdered by her
boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It
was all anyone could talk about. And five years
later, Pip sees how the tragedy still haunts her
town. But she can't shake the feeling that there
was more to what happened that day. She knew
Sal when she was a child, and he was always so
kind to her. How could he possibly have been a
killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to
reexamine the closed case for her final project,
at first just to cast doubt on the original
investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of
dark secrets that might actually prove Sal
innocent . . . and the line between past and
present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview
doesn't want Pip digging around for answers,
and now her own life might be in danger. And
don't miss the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood!
"The perfect nail-biting mystery." --Natasha
Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Anything But Ordinary Addie - Mara Rockliff
2016-04-12
Traces the story of dancer-turned-magician's
assistant Adelaide Herrmann, placing her
achievements against a backdrop of period
conventions about women in the arts and her
determination to continue her work after the
death of her husband.
Me and Momma and Big John - Mara Rockliff
2012
A tale inspired by a true story follows the
experiences of Little John, who along with his
sisters excitedly anticipates the completion of a
latest sculpture by his mother, a stonecutter at
the Big John cathedral.
Lights! Camera! Alice! - Mara Rockliff
2018-09-11
Meet Alice Guy-Blaché. She made movies—some
of the very first movies, and some of the most
exciting! Blow up a pirate ship? Why not? Crawl
into a tiger's cage? Of course! Leap off a bridge
onto a real speeding train? It will be easy!
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Driven by her passion for storytelling, Alice saw
a potential for film that others had not seen
before, allowing her to develop new narratives,
new camera angles, new techniques, and to
surprise her audiences again and again. With
daring and vision, Alice Guy-Blaché introduced
the world to a thrilling frontier of imagination
and adventure, and became one of filmmaking's
first and greatest innovators. Mara Rockliff tells
the story of a girl who grew up loving stories and
became an acclaimed storyteller and an
inspiration in her own right.
True Story - Kate Reed Petty 2021-08-03
“A gripping, ripped-from-headlines tale.”
—People “Spellbinding.” —Megan Abbott, The
New York Times Book Review Tracing the
fifteen-year fallout of a toxic high school rumor,
a riveting, astonishingly original debut novel
about the power of stories—and who gets to tell
them 2015. A gifted and reclusive ghostwriter,
Alice Lovett makes a living helping other people
tell their stories. But she is haunted by the one

story she can't tell: the story of, as she puts it,
"the things that happened while I was asleep."
1999. Nick Brothers and his lacrosse teammates
return for their senior year at their wealthy
Maryland high school as the reigning state
champions. They're on top of the world—until
two of his friends drive a passed-out girl home
from of the team's "legendary" parties, and a
rumor about what happened in the backseat
spreads through the town like wildfire. The boys
deny the allegations, and, eventually, the town
moves on. But not everyone can. Nick descends
into alcoholism, and Alice builds a life in fits and
starts, underestimating herself and placing her
trust in the wrong people. When she finally gets
the opportunity to confront the past she can't
remember—but which has nevertheless shaped
her life—will she take it? An inventive and
breathtaking exploration of a woman finding her
voice in the wake of trauma, True Story is part
psychological thriller, part fever dream, and part
timely comment on sexual assault, power, and
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the very nature of truth. Ingeniously constructed
and full of twists and turns that will keep you
guessing until the final pages, it marks the debut
of a singular and daring new voice in fiction.
One Of Us Is Lying - Karen M. McManus
2017-06-01
The international bestselling YA thriller by
acclaimed author, Karen M. McManus - NOW A
MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES. Five students go to
detention. Only four leave alive. Yale hopeful
Bronwyn has never publicly broken a rule.
Sports star Cooper only knows what he's doing
in the baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate is one
misstep away from a life of crime. Prom queen
Addy is holding together the cracks in her
perfect life. And outsider Simon, creator of the
notorious gossip app at Bayview High, won't
ever talk about any of them again. He dies 24
hours before he could post their deepest secrets
online. Investigators conclude it's no accident.
All of them are suspects. Everyone has secrets,
right? What really matters is how far you'll go to

protect them. 'Tightly plotted and brilliantly
written, with sharp, believable characters, this
whodunit is utterly irresistible' - HEAT 'Twisty
plotting, breakneck pacing and intriguing
characterisation add up to an exciting singlesitting thrillerish treat' -THE GUARDIAN 'A
fantastic murder mystery, packed with cryptic
clues and countless plot twists. I could not put
this book down' - THE SUN 'Pretty Little Liars
meets The Breakfast Club' - ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKLY
The Ladies of the Secret Circus - Constance
Sayers 2021-03-02
'Romance, mystery, and a family curse - The
Ladies of the Secret Circus has it all' Popsugar
From the author of A Witch in Time comes a
magical story spanning from Jazz Age Paris to
modern-day America of family secrets, sacrifice,
and lost love set against the backdrop of a
mysterious circus. Perfect for fans of The Night
Circus and The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue.
The surest way to get a ticket to Le Cirque
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Secret is to wish for it . . . Paris, 1925: To enter
the Secret Circus is to enter a world of wonder a world where women weave illusions, carousels
take you back in time, and trapeze artists float
across the sky. Bound to her family's circus, it's
the only world Cecile Cabot knows until she
meets a charismatic young painter and embarks
on a passionate affair that could cost her
everything. Virginia, 2004: Lara Barnes is on top
of the world, but when her fiancé disappears on
their wedding day every plan she has for the
future comes crashing down. Desperate, Lara's
search for answers unexpectedly lead to her
great-grandmother's journals. Swept into a story
of a dark circus and ill-fated love, secrets about
Lara's family history come to light and reveal a
curse that has been claiming payment from the
women in her family for generations. A curse
that might be tied to her fiancé's mysterious fate
. . . Why readers love The Ladies of the Secret
Circus . . . 'A spellbinding historical fantasy . . .
Fans of Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus

will love this page-turning story of dark magic,
star-crossed love, and familial sacrifice'
Publishers Weekly (starred review) 'At times
decadent and macabre, The Ladies of the Secret
Circus is a mesmerizing tale of love, treachery,
and depraved magic percolating through four
generations of Cabot women' Luanne G. Smith,
author of The Vine Witch 'Ambitious and
teeming with magic, Sayers creates a fascinating
mix of art, The Belle Époque, and more than a
little murder' Erika Swyler, author of The Book
of Speculation 'The Ladies of the Secret Circus is
a dazzling tale, laced with sinister magic, blood
and beauty, love and loss. This is a book that will
haunt you long after the last page is turned'
Alyssa Palombo, author of The Spellbook of
Katrina Van Tassel 'Spellbinding. The Ladies Of
The Secret Circus is a dazzling, high-wire feat of
storytelling' Catherine Taylor, author of Beyond
the Moon 'The Ladies of the Secret Circus is a
book to get lost in' BookPage
Sweet Justice - Mara Rockliff 2022-01-11
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An inspiring picture-book biography about the
woman whose cooking helped feed and fund the
Montgomery bus boycott of 1956, from an
award-winning illustrator. Georgia Gilmore was
cooking when she heard the news Mrs. Rosa
Parks had been arrested--pulled off a city bus
and thrown in jail all because she wouldn't let a
white man take her seat. To protest, the radio
urged everyone to stay off city buses for one
day: December 5, 1955. Throughout the boycott-at Holt Street Baptist Church meetings led by a
young minister named Martin Luther King, Jr.-and throughout the struggle for justice, Georgia
served up her mouth-watering fried chicken, her
spicy collard greens, and her sweet potato pie,
eventually selling them to raise money to help
the cause. Here is the vibrant true story of a
hidden figure of the civil rights movement, told
in flavorful language by a picture-book master,
and stunningly illustrated by a Caldecott Honor
recipient and seven-time Coretta Scott King
award-winning artist.

Adelaide Herrmann, Queen of Magic - Adelaide
Herrmann 2011-12-01
The Whale - Ethan Murrow 2016-04-12
The legend of the Great Spotted Whale has
never been proven until two whale watchers set
out on a journey fifty years later to find the
mythical animal. When they finally see it, they
discover another surprise even bigger than they
imagined.
Where's Addie? - Donna Luber 2016-09-19
Donna was inspired to write this story by the
real-life experiences of her son, Michael, and his
service dog, Addie. She has always been touched
by their incredible bond. However, she was even
more moved by the support they received from
family, friends and their community when Addie
went missing one day during a thunderstorm. It
was this outpouring of concern that motivated
Donna to write this story of sadness, hope and
the goodness that resulted when a community
came together for a common cause.Addie lived a
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total of 14-1/2 years,12 of which were spent with
Michael in complete dedication to helping him.
Her impact on the Luber family remains as
Michael's oldest daughter, Addison, was named
in part to honor Addie the service dog.
Addie of the Flint Hills - Adaline Sorace 2009
Mesmerized - Mara Rockliff 2020-11-03
“Together, Rockliff and Bruno make the
scientific method seem exciting, and kids
interested in science and history will likely be,
well, mesmerized.” — Booklist (starred review)
When American inventor Benjamin Franklin
arrives in Paris, he is upstaged by a compelling
and enigmatic figure: Dr. Mesmer. In elaborately
staged shows, Mesmer has Parisians believing
he can control a magic force that changes the
taste of water, cures illness, and controls
thoughts! Can Ben Franklin’s approach of
observing, hypothesizing, and testing get to the
bottom of Mesmer’s tricks? A rip-roaring,
lavishly illustrated peek into a fascinating

moment in history shows the development of the
scientific method — and reveals the amazing
power of the human mind.
In Five Years - Rebecca Serle 2020-03-10
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Good
Morning America, FabFitFun, and Marie Claire
Book Club Pick “In Five Years is as clever as it is
moving, the rare read-in-one-sitting novel you
won’t forget.” —Chloe Benjamin, New York
Times bestselling author of The Immortalists
Perfect for fans of Me Before You and One
Day—a striking, powerful, and moving love story
following an ambitious lawyer who experiences
an astonishing vision that could change her life
forever. Where do you see yourself in five years?
Dannie Kohan lives her life by the numbers. She
is nothing like her lifelong best friend—the wild,
whimsical, believes-in-fate Bella. Her meticulous
planning seems to have paid off after she nails
the most important job interview of her career
and accepts her boyfriend’s marriage proposal in
one fell swoop, falling asleep completely content.
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But when she awakens, she’s suddenly in a
different apartment, with a different ring on her
finger, and beside a very different man. Dannie
spends one hour exactly five years in the future
before she wakes again in her own home on the
brink of midnight—but it is one hour she cannot
shake. In Five Years is an unforgettable love
story, but it is not the one you’re expecting.
Miss Rumphius - Barbara Cooney 1985-11-06
Alice made a promise to make the world a more
beautiful place, then a seed of an idea is planted
and blossoms into a beautiful plan. This beloved
classic and celebration of nature—written by a
beloved Caldecott winner—is lovelier than ever!
Barbara Cooney's story of Alice Rumphius, who
longed to travel the world, live in a house by the
sea, and do something to make the world more
beautiful, has a timeless quality that resonates
with each new generation. The countless lupines
that bloom along the coast of Maine are the
legacy of the real Miss Rumphius, the Lupine
Lady, who scattered lupine seeds everywhere

she went. Miss Rumphius received the American
Book Award in the year of publication. The
illustrations have been reoriginated, going back
to the original art to ensure state-of-the-art
reproduction of Cooney's exquisite artwork. The
art for Miss Rumphius has a permanent home in
the Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
Sergeant Reckless - Patricia McCormick
2020-09-15
The inspiring true story of Reckless, the brave
little horse who became a Marine. This
nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to
share during homeschooling, in particular for
children ages 4 to 6. It's a fun way to learn to
read and as a supplement for activity books for
children. When a group of US Marines fighting
in the Korean War found a bedraggled mare,
they wondered if she could be trained to as a
packhorse. They had no idea that the skinny,
underfed horse had one of the biggest and
bravest hearts they'd ever known. And one of the
biggest appetites! Soon Reckless showed herself
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more than willing to carry ammunition too heavy
for the soldiers to haul. As cannons thundered
and shells flew through the air, she marched into
battle--again and again--becoming the only
animal ever to officially hold military rank-becoming Sgt. Reckless--and receive two Purple
Hearts. This is the first picture book from awardwinning novelist Patricia McCormick,
sumptuously illustrated by acclaimed artist
Iacopo Bruno.
My Heart Will Not Sit Down - Mara Rockliff
2012-01-10
When Kedi hears about America's Great
Depression from her teacher, her heart will not
sit down. Men and women are unable to find
work. Children are going hungry. In her
teacher's village of New York City, people are
starving because they do not have money to buy
food. But can one small girl in Africa's Cameroon
like Kedi make a difference all the way across
the great salt river in America? Inspired by true
events, Mara Rockliff's gorgeous and accessible

text matched with Ann Tanksley's vibrant and
warm illustrations bring to life the remarkable
story of one child's vision, passion, and
dedication to make the world a better place.
An Affair of Poisons - Addie Thorley
2019-02-26
No one looks kindly on the killer of a king. “Fastpaced and refreshing.” – SLJ, starred review
“The perfect blend of history and dark fantasy.”
– Mary Taranta, author of Shimmer and Burn
“Thrilling, romantic, and addictive.” – Rosalyn
Eves, author of Blood Rose Rebellion “The only
cure is to finish it.” – Lyndsay Ely, author of
Gunslinger Girl After unwittingly helping her
mother poison King Louis XIV, seventeen-yearold alchemist Mirabelle Monvoisin is forced to
see her mother’s Shadow Society in a horrifying
new light: they’re not heroes of the people, as
they’ve always claimed to be, but murderers.
Herself included. Mira tries to ease her guilt by
brewing helpful curatives, but her hunger tonics
and headache remedies cannot right past
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wrongs or save the dissenters her mother vows
to purge. Royal bastard Josse de Bourbon is
more kitchen boy than fils de France. But when
the Shadow Society assassinates the Sun King
and half of the royal court, he must become the
prince he was never meant to be in order to save
his injured sisters and the petulant dauphin.
Forced to hide in the sewers beneath the city,
Josse’s hope of reclaiming Paris seems
impossible—until his path collides with
Mirabelle’s. She’s a deadly poisoner. He’s a
bastard prince. They are sworn enemies, yet
they form a tenuous pact to unite the
commoners and former nobility against the
Shadow Society. But can a rebellion built on
mistrust ever hope to succeed?
A Little Hope - Ethan Joella 2022-07-12
"How do you hold onto hope in a difficult time?
In the small city of Wharton, Connecticut, lives
are beginning to unravel. A woman loses the
love of her life. A son struggles with addiction. A
widow misses her late spouse. A husband

betrays his wife. At the heart of these
interlinking stories is one couple: Freddie and
Greg Tyler. Greg has just been diagnosed with
multiple myeloma, a brutal form of cancer. He
has never been dependent or weak, and wants to
overcome this the way he has succeeded at
everything else: through grit and determination.
But can Greg fight his illness? How will Freddie
and their daughter cope if he doesn't? How do
the other residents of Wharton learn to live with
loss and to find happiness again? A debut that
pulls at the heartstrings and immerses readers
in a community, A Little Hope broadcasts the joy
and hope to be found in the everyday acts of
loving, forgiving, and surviving"-The Misfits - James Howe 2011-11-01
Kids who get called the worst names oftentimes
find each other. That's how it was with us.
Skeezie Tookis and Addie Carle and Joe Bunch
and me. We call ourselves the Gang of Five, but
there are only four of us. We do it to keep people
on their toes. Make 'em wonder. Or maybe we do
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it because we figure that there's one more kid
out there who's going to need a gang to be a
part of. A misfit, like us. Skeezie, Addie, Joe, and
Bobby -- they've been friends forever. They laugh
together, have lunch together, and get together
once a week at the Candy Kitchen to eat ice
cream and talk about important issues. Life isn't
always fair, but at least they have each other -and all they really want to do is survive the
seventh grade. That turns out to be more of a
challenge than any of them had anticipated.
Starting with Addie's refusal to say the Pledge of
Allegiance and her insistence on creating a new
political party to run for student council, the
Gang of Five is in for the ride of their lives.
Along the way they will learn about politics and
popularity, love and loss, and what it means to
be a misfit. After years of getting by, they are
given the chance to stand up and be seen -- not
as the one-word jokes their classmates have
tried to reduce them to, but as the full,
complicated human beings they are just

beginning to discover they truly are.
When We Were on Fire - Addie Zierman
2013-10-15
In the strange, us-versus-them Christian
subculture of the 1990s, a person’s faith was
measured by how many WWJD bracelets she
wore and whether he had kissed dating goodbye.
Evangelical poster child Addie Zierman wore
three bracelets asking what Jesus would do. She
also led two Bible studies and listened
exclusively to Christian music. She was on fire
for God and unaware that the flame was
dwindling—until it burned out. Addie chronicles
her journey through church culture and first
love, and her entrance—unprepared and
angry—into marriage. When she drops out of
church and very nearly her marriage as well, it
is on a sea of tequila and depression. She isn’t
sure if she’ll ever go back. When We Were on
Fire is a funny, heartbreaking story of
untangling oneself from what is expected to
arrive at faith that is not bound by tradition or
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current church fashion. Addie looks for what
lasts when nothing else seems worth keeping.
It’s a story for doubters, cynics, and anyone who
has felt alone in church.
Try It! - Mara Rockliff 2021-01-12
Meet fearless Frieda Caplan—the produce
pioneer who changed the way Americans eat by
introducing exciting new fruits and vegetables,
from baby carrots to blood oranges to kiwis—in
this brightly illustrated nonfiction picture book!
In 1956, Frieda Caplan started working at the
Seventh Street Produce Market in Los Angeles.
Instead of competing with the men in the
business with their apples, potatoes, and
tomatoes, Frieda thought, why not try something
new? Staring with mushrooms, Frieda began
introducing fresh and unusual foods to her
customers—snap peas, seedless watermelon,
mangos, and more! This groundbreaking woman
brought a whole world of delicious foods to the
United States, forever changing the way we eat.
Frieda Caplan was always willing to try

something new—are you?
Waiting for Normal - Leslie Connor 2009-03-17
School Library Journal Best Book * ALA Notable
Children’s Book * New York Public Library’s
“One Hundred Titles for Reading and Sharing” *
Chicago Public Library Best of the Best *
Cooperative Children’s Book Center Choice *
Connecticut Book Award Winner * American
Library Association Schneider Family Book
Award Winner This poignant and joyful novel is
filled with meaningful moments and emotional
resonance. Addie is waiting for normal. But
Addie's mother has an all-or-nothing approach to
life: a food fiesta or an empty pantry, her way or
no way. Addie’s mother is bipolar, and she often
neglects Addie. All-or-nothing never adds up to
normal, and it can't bring Addie home, where
she wants to be with her half-sisters and her
stepfather. But Addie never stops hoping that
one day, maybe, she'll find normal. “A heroine
with spunk and spirit offers an inspiring lesson
in perseverance and hope. First-rate.” —Kirkus
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Reviews (starred review)
I Am a Warrior Goddess - Jennifer Adams
2018-02-06
She isn’t a princess—she’s a warrior goddess!
You don’t have to be a grown-up to be a hero,
and I Am a Warrior Goddess shows how in the
empowering tale of a little girl with big
aspirations. Through the clever play between
illustration and text, young readers learn how
each day is full of opportunities to make a
positive impact with ordinary actions. As our
heroine connects with the earth, takes care of
her body, and finds strength in kindness, she
discovers her inner warrior goddess and inspires
young girls everywhere to do the same.
Billie Jean! - Mara Rockliff 2019-08-20
A fun and inspiring picture book biography of
tennis legend and women's rights activist Billie
Jean King. From award-winning author Mara
Rockliff and New York Times-bestselling
illustrator Elizabeth Baddeley comes this
extraordinary picture book about one little girl

who loved sports and grew up to be one of the
greatest and best-known tennis players of all
time. Anything Billie Jean did, she did it ALL
THE WAY. When she ran, she ran fast. When she
played, she played hard. As a top women's tennis
player, Billie Jean fought for fairness in women's
sports, and when she faced off against Bobby
Riggs in the Battle of the Sexes, the most famous
tennis match in history, she showed the world
that men and women--and boys and girls--are
equal on and off the court.
Book Uncle and Me - Uma Krishnaswami
2016-09-01
Winner of the International Literacy Association
Social Justice Literature Award An awardwinning middle-grade novel about the power of
grassroots activism and how kids can make a
difference. Every day, nine-year-old Yasmin
borrows a book from Book Uncle, a retired
teacher who has set up a free lending library on
the street corner. But when the mayor tries to
shut down the rickety bookstand, Yasmin has to
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take her nose out of her book and do something.
What can she do? The local elections are coming
up, but she’s just a kid. She can’t even vote!
Still, Yasmin has friends — her best friend,
Reeni, and Anil, who even has a blue belt in
karate. And she has family and neighbors.
What’s more, she has an idea that came right out
of the last book she borrowed from Book Uncle.
So Yasmin and her friends get to work. Ideas
grow like cracks in the sidewalk, and soon the
whole effort is breezing along nicely... Or is it
spinning right out of control? An energetic,
funny and quirky story about community
activism, friendship, and the love of books.
Correlates to the Common Core State Standards
in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.3.2 Recount stories, including
fables, folktales, and myths from diverse
cultures; determine the central message, lesson,
or moral and explain how it is conveyed through
key details in the text. CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.3.6 Distinguish their own point of

view from that of the narrator or those of the
characters. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.2
Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem
from details in the text; summarize the text.
The Great Dragon Rescue - 2009-12-15
George, the hero from M. P. Robertson's The
Egg, has returned in this brand new dragon
adventure. George is bored. When it comes to
fighting, chickens aren't nearly as much fun as
dragons. But when George's dragon returns, he
whisks him off to a fairytale land on a rescue
mission. A wicked witch has captured a baby
dragon and George realises that he must outwit
the witch in order to free the dragon and
prevent himself from being turned into a toad for
the witch's barbecue.
The Road Trip - Beth O'Leary 2021-06-01
Two exes reach a new level of awkward when
forced to take a road trip together in this
endearing and humorous novel by the author of
the international bestseller The Flatshare. What
if the end of the road is just the beginning? Four
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years ago, Dylan and Addie fell in love under the
Provence sun. Wealthy Oxford student Dylan
was staying at his friend Cherry’s enormous
French villa; wild child Addie was spending her
summer as the on-site caretaker. Two years ago,
their relationship officially ended. They haven’t
spoken since. Today, Dylan’s and Addie’s lives
collide again. It’s the day before Cherry’s
wedding, and Addie and Dylan crash cars at the
start of the journey there. The car Dylan was
driving is wrecked, and the wedding is in rural
Scotland—he’ll never get there on time by public
transport. So, along with Dylan’s best friend,
Addie’s sister, and a random guy on Facebook
who needed a ride, they squeeze into a spacechallenged Mini and set off across Britain.
Cramped into the same space, Dylan and Addie
are forced to confront the choices they made
that tore them apart—and ask themselves
whether that final decision was the right one
after all.
Doctor Esperanto and the Language of Hope

- Mara Rockliff 2019-03
Meet the boy who made up his own language -and brought hope to millions. Once there was a
town of many languages but few kind words.
Growing up Jewish in Bialystok, Poland, in the
late 1800s, young Leyzer Zamenhof was
surrounded by languages: Russian, Yiddish,
German, Polish, and many others. But the
multiethnic Bialystok was full of mistrust and
suspicion, and Leyzer couldn't help but wonder:
If everyone could understand each other,
wouldn't they be able to live in peace? So
Zamenhof set out to create a new language, one
that would be easy to learn and could connect
people around the world. He published a book of
his new language and signed it Dr. Esperanto -"one who hopes." Mara Rockliff uses her unique
knack for forgotten history to tell the story of a
young man who saw possibility where others
saw only barriers, while Polish illustrator Zosia
Dzierzawska infuses every scene with warmth
and energy, bringing the story of Esperanto to
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life.
The Girl Who Could Fix Anything: Beatrice
Shilling, World War II Engineer - Mara Rockliff
2021-09-28
This true story of a woman whose brilliance and
mechanical expertise helped Britain win World
War II is sure to inspire STEM readers and fans
of amazing women in history. Beatrice Shilling
wasn’t quite like other children. She could make
anything. She could fix anything. And when she
took a thing apart, she put it back together
better than before. When Beatrice left home to
study engineering, she knew that as a girl she
wouldn’t be quite like the other engineers—and
she wasn’t. She was better. Still, it took hard
work and perseverance to persuade the Royal
Aircraft Establishment to give her a chance. But
when World War II broke out and British fighter
pilots took to the skies in a desperate struggle
for survival against Hitler’s bombers, it was
clearly time for new ideas. Could Beatrice solve
an engine puzzle and help Britain win the war?

American author Mara Rockliff and British
illustrator Daniel Duncan team up for a fresh
look at a turning point in modern history—and
the role of a remarkable woman whose
ingenuity, persistence, and way with a wrench
(or spanner) made her quite unlike anyone else.
An author’s note and a list of selective sources
provide additional information for curious
readers.
Addie on the Inside - James Howe 2012-07-24
Outspoken Addie Carle learns about love, loss,
and staying true to herself as she navigates
seventh grade, enjoys a visit from her
grandmother, fights with her boyfriend, and
endures gossip and meanness from her former
best friend.
A Kind of Spark - Elle McNicoll 2021-10-19
Perfect for readers of Song for a Whale and
Counting by 7s, a neurodivergent girl campaigns
for a memorial when she learns that her small
Scottish town used to burn witches simply
because they were different. "A must-read for
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students and adults alike." -School Library
Journal, Starred Review Ever since Ms. Murphy
told us about the witch trials that happened
centuries ago right here in Juniper, I can’t stop
thinking about them. Those people weren’t
magic. They were like me. Different like me. I’m
autistic. I see things that others do not. I hear
sounds that they can ignore. And sometimes I
feel things all at once. I think about the witches,
with no one to speak for them. Not everyone in
our small town understands. But if I keep trying,
maybe someone will. I won’t let the witches be
forgotten. Because there is more to their story.
Just like there is more to mine. Award-winning
and neurodivergent author Elle McNicoll
delivers an insightful and stirring debut about
the European witch trials and a girl who refuses
to relent in the fight for what she knows is right.
Byrd - Kim Church 2017

Addie Lockwood believes in books. Roland
Rhodes believes in blues guitar. Coming of age
in the small-town South of the 1970s, they form
a friendship as extraordinary as it is unlikely.
They meet again in their disillusioned thirties,
this time in California, where Roland's music
career has landed him. Venice Beach is exotic, a
world away from North Carolina and Addie's
cloistered life as a bookstore clerk. But when her
whirlwind reunion with Roland leaves Addie
pregnant, reality sets in. Conflicted, unready to
be a mother, she gives birth to a son--Byrd--and
surrenders him for adoption without telling
Roland, little imagining how the secret will
shape their lives. Told through letters and
sharply drawn vignettes, Byrd is an
unforgettable story about making and living with
the most difficult, intimate, and far-reaching of
choices.
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